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With over 87 foods that everyone should eat, this book shows you how to eat until you're full and still lose
weight, decrease your cholesterol without expensive medicines, and keep your eyesight sharp even while
you age, plus much more!
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 One thing I like about this in comparison to similar books I've purchased in the past is it has a good index
for finding info on specific foods. Good book for healthful eating This book was purchased to greatly help
me learn what foods would help me get several health issues under control that would be suitable for an
extremely picky eater. Satisfied Customer This book has some of the old time remedies that folks used when
doctors made house visits. There are many health issues I've which are in the book.. It is another publication
from FC&A; I like them cause they're to the idea. You choose a disease and they say what might help. It
relates that the body cannot digest fibers; If you would like fast answers this is the book for you. I'm glad I
acquired it. Book titled YOUR SYSTEM Can Heal Itself This the best health reference book that I have ever
read. I bought several copies to distribute to my children members. It really is as an encyclopedia of healthy
foods. Very basic, nothing new We had gotten the mailing from "FC& Filled with information and
explanations of how foods function in the body. For example, on page 4 of the publication, it explains how
dietary fiber is good for someone's diet. I need not browse 1/2 the book for the answer I am searching for.
therefore, it is described by the publication as "the original zero-calorie snack." The trunk of the publication
lists ailments in alphabetical purchase and the nutrients in certain foods which will help relieve these
ailments. I bought 2 of the books one as something special and one for me. I haven't read the whole
publication but what I have read is actually written and quickly understood. What I've read is also
helpful.The body can heal itself After 10 years of chemical pills still showing small results I made a decision
to stay searching for answers to better heal myself through the use of what I eat rather than paying for over
priced meds. GREAT read!!so found AMAZON and found it cheaper.but this helped me further and more
after that expected.!.! I am getting excited about brewing some green tea and scanning this book.bought it
and LOVED It!. when I opened this book your day I received it I couldn't put it straight down until I was
half way thru it and I experienced to stop to repair supper for my children... Since I just paid $4 for this, I
made a decision that I'd donate it to Goodwill instead of bother to return it. was offered this book by a
wellness site for more i quickly wanted to pay....essential buy!! Great book A great book to have in your
individual library to work with you in staying healthy. Especially if you don't want to rely on medicine to
heal you. I just skimmed them as I opened up them. I enjoyed reading this book as it was very informative
and some of the remedies/foods I already knew about but some foods I didn't realize experienced so many
uses for different ailments. full of tons of usefulinformation in regards to slimming down, something i had
currently in place. For anyone looking for a great way to save money and wanting to stay away from the
doctors office then this publication is for you personally. I still go back to review content in this book every
once in awhile and to research illnesses that close friends or may incur and this book has almost anything
you should keep you healthy. The vegetables are outlined in alphabetical order and then fruits are also listed
in alphabetical purchase with a explanation of their values and advantages to one's diet plan.A Medical
Publishing" a few months ago and had collection it aside. (The reserve came quickly &99, plus shipping and
handling." When I looked at the mailing once again in June, I made a decision to see if the publication was
on Amazon. It was, and I got it for only $4 w/ free delivery from greatbuybooks. This supposedly
groundbreaking reserve was being offered for "simply three easy obligations of only $9. in exceptional
condition, therefore i have nothing negative to say about this seller.)As for the content of the book itself,
there maybe some revelation for the average indivdual who generally eats lots of crap, but this publication
just has recycled information that is out there for years.. reliable seller it was something special. Thank you
Great reading Paperback and small Interesting. Good luck and healthy eating. Five Stars arrived quickly and
incredibly good information Five Stars Works Great One Star did not keep Five Stars Informative
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